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Denaturation
Jean Bleakney

from selected poems (templar poetry,  2016)

Taken on its own, the fickle doorbell
has no particular score to settle
(a reluctant clapper? an ill-at-ease dome?)
were it not part of a whole syndrome:
the stubborn gate; flaking paint; cotoneaster
camouflaging the house-number.
Which is not to say the occupant
doesn’t have (to hand) lubricant,
secateurs, paint-scraper, an up-to-date
shade card known by heart.
It’s all part of the same deferral
that leaves hanging baskets vulnerable;
although, according to a botanist,
for most plants, short-term wilt
is really a protective mechanism.
But surely every biological system
has its limits? There’s no going back
for egg white once it’s hit the fat.
Yet, some people seem determined to stretch, to redefine
those limits. Why are they so inclined?
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Right now it is very difficult to begin 
a published life in Irish poetry: the 
market is fractured into regional, 
almost sectarian, groups; and those 

readerships are sharper than at any time in 
the last half century at least. One feels that 
even the major publishers are vulnerable 
to cliquish ‘capture’, shutting out any un-
connected new poets. I may be wrong. I 
hope I am. Those of us who took flight 
into poetry in the late 1970s were blessed 
indeed. The world was wider and kinder; 

and the undergraduate poetry audience, 
then surfacing from a ten-year infatuation 
with Sergeant Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club 
Band, was chilled and nurturing. Nowadays, 
the new poet must become like Lois in 
Elizabeth Bowen’s The Last September, guilty 
of emotional straying and wondering how 
to begin a valued life. The answer must 
surely be: make an impact or die. Nowadays 
a poet is forced to make an impact even 
before they can settle into that singular 
personal narrative that’s the consolation 
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of a life in poetry. Now, you must be toned 
and impactful from the start. These four 
debut collections, from three influential 
publishers, are exemplary types of that 
necessary new tone in poetry. One can see 
why they got published. Is it possible to 
teach such a tone in a workshop situation, 
I wonder? Is it possible to make someone 
sound as good as this:

Here is your talisman I say, I whisper 
hold it in your good hand and sing one 
of your songs for me. 
How does it go? Oh how does it go again? 
There is blood on my hand, la la, 
There is blood on my hand, la, la. 
Your talisman, I say, a foul flower.
 

Tara Bergin’s This is Yarrow really is a 
masterpiece. The poem quoted above, 
‘Himalayan Balsam for a Soldier’, is clear, 
clean, mystical – not just one part but 
something emotionally interlocking the 
parts, something between tone and setting, 
sets her clockwork turning on the page. 
‘Once Aoife ceases to argue / about the fact 
that we have nothing in our mouths, / we 
can get on with the task of learning’ is how 
she puts it in ‘Acting School;’ and there’s 
this impatient energy everywhere, giving 
her poetry a special charge, a linguistic 
propulsion. Her method is sometimes a 
Medieval riddle or an Elizabethan song, the 
sound of a dulcimer being plucked beneath 
the surface of life. Hers is a really intriguing, 
questing technique, both destructive and 
gifted, seen flashing in ‘Portrait of the 
Artist’s Wife as a Younger Woman’:

Only I speak. 
Only I say: Shh, shh. 
Only I say: It’s so hot, little one, 
it’s so sour, little thing.

Roethke in I Am! Says The Lamb could 
hardly have done better than these. Her 
‘Sonnets for Tracey’ are also a marvel, the 
rhythm and tone here are like some of 
the best lyrics of the late Patrick Galvin; 
painfully aware that life is staged, dramatic. 
Her Tracey poems are beautiful, bohemian 
in the manner of Carolyn Forché’s ‘Burning 
the Tomato Worms’ or ‘Alfansa.’ For sure, 
Tara Bergin’s the real thing.

Jane Clarke won the prestigious Listowel 
Writers’ Week Collection Prize for The 
River, now published with accolades 
from Paula Meehan, Gillian Clarke and 
Anne Enright – making any further 
modest review seem superfluous. But it’s 
important to mark the book’s presence in 
our bookshops, and to mark it hopefully, 
because this is poetry of exceptional beauty 
and accomplishment. Her material is not 
beautiful; she is keenly aware from the 
evidence here that she has exchanged the 
hard slog of a Western farm for the wide 
Eastern barley-fields of poetry; knowing, as 
Heraclitus wrote, that she cannot cross the 
same river twice:

The wire-meshed sunlight on lime- washed 
   walls, 
slash hooks and scythes, the rusted biscuit 
   tins 
of clout and stud nails on a sagging shelf …
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           – ‘Harness Room’

This is the enriched material of very little. 
It is almost a lost world, but with a sharp, 
breath-taking irony of being one of the very 
few poetic witness-documents of an almost 
Pilgrim Brethren eye cast upon Irish rural 
material. This is the Irish farm, but not 
Kavanagh, it is the Pilgrim place:

Zacchaeus in the sycamore tree, 
the loaves and fishes that grew

and grew to feed the multitudes. 
Stories for people who worked the soil,

who watched over flocks of sheep.
     – ‘The Blue Bible’

Bells toll here from ‘Enclosed’ to ‘Dust,’ but 
Jane Clarke has broken away into a world 
where formal and near perfect lyrics are 
created. Here is a poet who has survived 
family and farm to hear ‘choirs make frosty 
nights sing’ (‘Sing’), a poet who has ‘left the 
grip of poverty / on the bench’ (‘Every tree’), 
to arrive at that point of city cross-currents 
where strangers find love:

We persist with talk

as if we didn’t know the river rises 
and falls with the tide,

revealing,
then hiding the walls.
   – ‘First Love’

Clarke’s work here is a marvellous kind of 
arrival, a redemptive act where memory has 
meaning and the heart need never be kept 
indoors.

Adam Crothers, another insufferably good 
Ulsterman, is a street blackguard like 
Muldoon. His ‘Blues for Marnie Stern’ goes 
like this:

Its face is stocked with tics. To break it 

   would be tygers burning Blake, 
   would be the book begging the self-
   publisher for edits, for heaven’s sake,

would be the reciprocation of the love 
   that seeketh wealth to please. 
There’s no time not to know your place. I 
   smoke the breeze.

And that’s less than the half of it, but it’s the 
book in microcosm, a work of tremendous 
energy where each half-line is made a song 
entire by the decorations and grace notes 
around each word. As in Muldoon, the 
meanings fire and backfire like wayward 
firecrackers. Never was so much meaning 
packed into small verses; pour the oils 
of reading on almost anything in this 
collection and whole worlds mushroom. It 
is annoyingly impressive and, I must say, 
I hate this young fellow whatever club he’s 
playing at tonight. The technique and the 
tomfoolery is reminiscent of Muldoon, 
certainly, but there’s a Martian riff or two 
going on here, a touch of very early Craig 
Raine; that onion, the memory of past 
poetic glories in sunlit England, can still 
make a young poet cry technically, as in 
‘Come’:

What used to be right is now wed. 
The sheep in their sheet-dresses, bullet-
   holed; 
centuries of dark-muffled grasp-ache, 
  here held. 
The window is widowing. Her pane a 
   migraine of white.

Need I go on? Not really. Several Deer is 
such a mixture of irony and malaprop, 
of MacNeice splendour and Audenesque 
knowingness, that it will annoy as many 
readers as it thrills. But I’m in Crothers’ 
fan club, I have to say, and I would never 
want to refute a poet like this, a poet of the 
new post-Troubles era, who, unmistakably 
assembled on Ulster soil, has been given a 
metallic spray-job in some garage near the 
English fens. 
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And yet again, for something completely 
different, there’s Paula Cunningham. Her 
Heimlich’s Manoeuvre teems with abundant 
life, absolutely teeming with encounters 
and obsessions, with things as various as 
birds of Sri Lanka and lumps of radium in 
Pierre Curie’s breast pocket. Her mind is 
magnanimous, outgoing, sensuous, sexy 
and affirming. Her poetry reeks of love, of 
pity for humanity, of instant empathy with 
amputees and radiographers, with men 
who squeeze oranges for women poets in 
bed and, also, with Lisfannon, Buncrana, 
Bunduff, Mullaghmore and Rossnowlagh, 
and all such places south of the Border 
where there was a richer, smoother, 
creamier Dairy Milk. For a dentist, this 
is poetry with an extremely sinful sweet 
tooth. It would be nice to know this Paula 
Cunningham, methinks. It would not 
be dull. As she writes, in ‘Astronomy for 
Beginners’:

and later, finding one sweater still dry, 
we sidle home, wearing it together, 
suddenly Siamese, tripping, laughing, 
taking turns at sleeves and carrying

our bundle of wet clothes, 
the Plough our torch and guide, 
with other constellations 
we can’t know …

It is beautiful work, more than mere 
affirmation, much more than that – there is 
a clinical awareness (in every sense of that 

word) of life’s vulnerabilities; a sort of wise 
pity for the human condition. The poetry 
here is a very long prayer – much further 
than a mere meditation – upon life, upon 
time passing and physical deterioration. 
This gives her sensuousness a special power; 
it is more threatened than indulgent, it is 
very wise stuff. Cunningham has lived in 
Belfast for most of her adult life, yet one 
of the unexpected achievements in this 
collection, an achievement that makes her 
an absolute star, is her persistent humanity 
that crushes any differences in politics. She 
is just not interested in the trivial stuff that 
divides – she is a healer and conservator 
of life by training, so that it is the human 
condition that animates and agitates her. 
For this reason, as well as for the fine work 
here, she deserves to be widely known.

                                                                                 
Thomas McCarthy has published eight 
collections of poetry, including The Sorrow 
Garden (1981) and The Last Geraldine 
Officer (2009). His latest collection is 
Pandemonium (Carcanet Press, 2016). He is 
a member of Aosdána.
                                                                       

Adam Crothers’ Several Deer won the Shine/Strong Poetry 
Award as part of this year’s Mountains to Sea dlr Book Festival

The last issue of Trumpet contained an excellent review of Peadar 
McArdle’s The Irish Landscape: An All-Ireland Exploration Through 
Science and Literature. However, the book was attributed to the 
wrong publisher. The publisher of The Irish Landscape is The Liffey 
Press, and Trumpet offers its sincere apologies to The Liffey Press 
for this error. 

The last issue of Trumpet is now available free as a downloadable 
PDF from the Poetry Ireland website, where the error acknowledged 
here is corrected.
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2016, annus horribilis though it was in 
many ways, saw the mending of a few 
fences between Irish- and English-language 
writing camps. It was another year of being 
overlooked with the best will possible by 
the mainstream scene – column inches 
shrank in the Irish Times as did shelf space 
in bookshops, Irish writers were ineligible 
for major prizes, and I could go on. Yet 
there were still a few signs that we might be 
slowly moving towards inclusion.

Several high-calibre Irish writing journals 
(Poetry Ireland Review, The Stinging Fly, 
Gorse) have appointed Irish-language editors, 
a move as welcome as it is in some cases 
overdue. Major Irish writers like Máirtín Ó 
Cadhain and Seán Ó Ríordáin are finally 
turning heads now that their work is available 
in translation. The publication of Louis de 
Paor’s landmark bilingual anthology Leabhar 
na hAthghabhála / The Book of Repossession 
was a highlight, at last providing a just-about-
portable canon for 100 years of poetry as 
Gaeilge. That most of the translators were 
themselves English-language Irish poets was 
an extra bonus, signalling that our writing 
is not as irrelevant to our contemporaries 
as it at times feels when strolling through 
a bookshop or leafing through a festival 
catalogue. (Cúirt, Irish Pages and Strokestown 
continue to be honourable exceptions for 
whom Irish is not an afterthought). 

The lowlights of the year, to me, were the 
continued failure by the Hennessy New 
Irish Writing prize (among others) to 
accept entries in Irish, and the ineligibility 
of a number of up-and-coming poets to 
qualify for Poetry Ireland Review’s Rising 
Generation issue, because chapbooks, one 
of the criteria, have never been financially 
worthwhile in Irish-language publishing 

– nor, I’d imagine, in English-language 
publishing. Yet these are just two 
examples of a door unintentionally shut 
on Irish writers, not out of spite but out 
of carelessness. Bilingualism should, at 
this stage, be a fact of Irish life. It should 
be fitted into our infrastructure and 
forgotten about. It should be a reflex, not an 
afterthought. But it simply isn’t. 

The worst thing about all this is that it is 
nobody’s fault. No one person is sitting in a 
room somewhere chuckling about the hurt 
feelings and bruised egos and conspiracy 
theories of Irish-language writers. We 
ghosts at the feast can’t congregate en 
masse with placards. The grayscale truth is 
that editors and festival organisers inherit 
infrastructures, and for the most part 
they try their best to deal with us in good 
faith. Plus, of course, it is a touchy issue: 
not all editors speak Irish and none of us 
want to publicise the missing links in our 
competencies for the job at hand. But the 
bilingualism I envisage does not mean 
that editors and organisers have to speak 
Irish. It simply means that they have to take 
into account those who do as a matter of 
course – not just a token cúpla focal during 
Seachtain na Gaeilge or Easter week. 

Wondering if my perception of shrinking 
public space for Irish was accurate or 
merely the chip on my shoulder acting up, 
I asked one journal, Poetry Ireland Review, 
for permission to snoop in their archives 
and examine issues of the journal since 
2000. I focused more on PIR than any other 
journal for two reasons: firstly, because of its 
importance, and secondly, because I know 
Poetry Ireland is not anti Irish language, so 
the fluctuations described below may show 
why a bilingual infrastructure is vital. 

GOOD WILL BAD PRACTICE
An Open Letter from Ghetto na Gaeilge
by Caitlín  Nic Íomhair
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I do not like crunching numbers, and it 
would be in nobody’s interest for poor 
poems to be published to achieve some 
artificial balance between Irish and English. 
Yet few of us would deny the importance of 
a milieu if good work is to emerge, and it 
seems to me that creating or curating that 
milieu is a big part of a journal’s job. The 
PIR has excelled at doing so for English-
language writers, but whether the same can 
be said for Irish-language writers seems to  
depend to a great extent on the editor at the  
time. Having a poem published in the review  
is an important landmark for an emerging 
poet and, as a believer and supporter of 
Éigse Éireann, I would like to see Irish-
language poets cutting their teeth on the 
pages of the Review, something which 
doesn’t seem to be happening at the moment.

What I found combing through old editions 
of the PIR is nothing surprising: particular 
editors were especially strong or weak on 
including Irish entries. Irish-language or 
bilingual writers were, again unsurprisingly, 
much more likely to publish poems and, 
more rarely, essays or reviews, in Irish. Some 
editors performed so poorly that one would 
be tempted to interpret the lack of Irish as 
a statement. For the most part, though, it 
was as I suspected; haphazard, ‘ann-agus-as’, 
though never particularly strong on reviews 
or essays in Irish. 14 editions or one fifth 
of PIRs over 16 years featured no poetry in 
Irish. It is difficult to know what to do with 
this data, since editorial decisions are highly 
personal and we do not know how many 
submissions were received and refused 
on those occasions. It is conceivable that 
at least sometimes the poems submitted 
simply weren’t good enough. Fair enough.  
I’m not suggesting an Irish quota, which 
would be tokenistic rather than inclusive 
and only lead to more raised eyebrows 
about the face-ache Gaeilgeoirí (that’s 
right, we know). I’m also told that the Irish 
submissions rate to PIR is extremely low 
at the moment, yet the numbers writing 
poetry in Irish are very healthy. A chronic 
lack of submissions from a particular 

community of writers suggests to me a vote 
of no confidence or a disinclination to wait 
for the next favourable editor, something 
which is hopefully moot now that PIR has 
an Irish-language editor, currently Liam 
Carson.

I reiterate that I believe this is due more to 
carelessness than to spite, and so I would 
like to make a few simple suggestions to 
editors and organisers for how to proceed 
in building an infrastructure that includes 
us so that we don’t need to be fed token 
gestures after a particularly barren period.
‘Infrastructure’ might sound high-fallutin’, 
but what it really means is that Irish writing 
becomes part of the process automatically, 
rather than at the whim of the current 
editor. Why shouldn’t all journals of Irish 
writing have an Irish-language editor, if 
the general editor doesn’t feel able to assess 
work in the dá theanga náisiúnta? 

The whole nasty business of prizes could 
be resolved simply by the appointment of 
bilingual judges – the publication of Leabhar 
na hAthghabhála shows there are plenty. 
Boards, too, for journals, festivals, theatres 
and competitions, should contain a member 
who will be a point of contact for Irish 
media and writers’ groups, someone who 
will remind their colleagues of our existence 
without interfering with editorial decisions. 
Include Irish media and writing groups in 
press releases and scaip an scéal that Irish 
submissions are welcome. Embarrassing 
oversights like the Hennessy New Irish 
Writing Prize criteria could be automatically 
avoided if only these structures were in place, 
as would the risk of apologetically publishing 
a sub-par poem as a tokenistic gesture. 

If you build it, tiocfaidh muid ...

                                                                                 
Caitlín Nic Íomhair is a poet and lecturer 
in Irish at the University of Limerick. She 
has just completed a PhD on the poetry of 
Biddy Jenkinson.
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Jacob Polley
An Age

from jackself (picador poetry,  2016)

Jackself is staying in 
today, like a tool in a toolbox,
to try to just be
 high in the lovely lofts
of Lamanby
he stands at a cracked
window watching the gulls
flash and snap, like washing on a line
 
 in the pale heat
the wormy heartwood floorboards
swell and creak
 
 he stands for an age
      not for a dark age,
not for an ice age or an iron age, but for a
pollen age, when bees
browsed the workshops
of wildflowers for powder
of light, and the cables
of a spider’s web were dusted with gold
by the unreceptacled breeze

jackself is the winner of the 2016 
ts eliot prize for best collection 
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Moonies
Seosamh Ó Murchú An dream sin thíos cois abhann

Ní bheadh a fhios agat cad a bhíonn
Ar bun acu, leath an ama.
Cáis ghabhair, a dúirt duine éigin.
Chonacthas iad ag téamh an bhainne
Is na sraitheanna d’éadach cáise
Á bhfáisceadh go muirneach acu
Thart ar an ngruth geal bán
Gur chuir ar crochadh é
Iad ag faire an mheidhg, ag sileadh
Braon ar athbhraon go drogallach
Ag tréigean fód púscach a dhúchais.
Ach níl ansin ach a thús, déarfainn.
Dá ndéanfaí an fhírinne ghlan
Agus cad déarfaí faoin leath eile
Agus iad ag meigeallaigh leis an ré? 
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I like a good epigraph. One of the 
four debut poets under review has 
characterised her collection with an 
epigraph from WB Yeats’s ‘Sailing 

to Byzantium’: ‘Soul clap its hands and 
sing, and louder sing’. I wonder about the 
word ‘soul’, and the way it is commonly 
equated with a deeper truth, in the way 
that poetry can approach a deeper truth. 
The concept of an immortal yet individual 
soul may be open to debate these days, but 
‘soul’ is really only a word for something 
inexpressible about our experience of being 

alive. Sometimes we use our words to seek 
and to enter into a greater, shared whole, 
beyond our tattered selves. We use words 
poetically, because we know enough to trust 
– and distrust – their slippery, shimmering 
illusions. The following four poetry 
collections are songs from distinctive, 
individual souls. They have delved into the 
deep resource of communal poetic truth 
– as if remembering back and forwards 
to a great mythical sea that connects and 
obliterates us all.

Kerrie O’Brien Illuminate
salmon poetry, 2016                                                                                                                                     

Alvy Carragher Falling in love with broken things
salmon poetry, 2016                                                                                                                            

Simon Lewis Jewtown       
doire press, 2016                                                                                                                                        

Doireann Ní Ghríofa Clasp
dedalus press, 2015                                                                                                                             

by Dawn Wood
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The title of Kerrie O’Brien’s bright collection 
Illuminate gives the sense of illustrating 
a manuscript, and many of these poems 
take their inspiration from the visual art 
of Rothko, Matisse, Barrie Cooke,  and 
Diane Arbus, among others. It comes as no 
surprise, turning to O’Brien’s biography, 
that she has a BA in History of Art and 
Architecture. One of her memorable 
descriptions is that of the spectacular mark-
making of Yves Klein, who ‘would daub 
his women / Blue / And hurl them at the 
canvas’ (‘Notre Dame’).

Through O’Brien’s multicoloured writing, 
the reader can see a clear vision of her 
knowledge that all lives are connected 
– ‘In love we are always endless’ 
(‘Matisse’). O’Brien celebrates the déjà 
vu invoked by butterflies (‘Ephemeral’), 
the ‘Bird feather / Suspended / In glass’ 
(‘Inherent’), and fireflies  glowing with ‘The 
bittersweet impermanence / Of things’ 
(‘Phosphorescent’).

O’Brien intuits that she has ‘the burning 
urge to cure’, as did her great-grandmother 
(‘Inherent’). There is bound to be anxiety 
behind these poems, and who would write 
poetry if it weren’t for loss? But the reader 
can choose to be uplifted by O’Brien’s 
reassurance. She draws us in, particularly 
through her love of art that gives warmth 
when it is cold. In a lovely, simple poem 
‘Ashes’, we are reminded of the ancient, 
quiet work of keeping a fire going: 

Is it her memory or mine?

[...]

Ancient art passed
Down, murmuring
In the bloodlines

Here now
Here with me.

The first and last poems in Illuminate are 
thoughtfully placed: ‘Morning Sun’ opens 

with ‘My heart softly / Expanding’, while 
‘Wish’ closes with an imagined deathbed – ‘I 
want my spirit to go out / Like a laughing 
child’.   There are further directions in which 
Kerrie O’Brien might stretch herself in the 
future – use of dialogue, for example, and 
greater experimentation with form.  She is 
the poet who has chosen her epigraph from 
Yeats, and it fits her project perfectly. 

Alvy Carragher’s poetry is directly 
autobiographical and conversational. Her 
performance poetry style contrasts with 
that of Kerrie O’Brien, yet both poets know 
that their poetry is somehow achieving 
healing – connecting things that seem to be 
separate. O’Brien invites the reader in via 
our shared love of visual art; in Falling in 
love with broken things, Carragher entertains 
the reader with a wider, shared popular 
culture: Dennis the Menace (‘Confession’), 
Nigel Slater and Darina Allen (‘The cactus 
had an attitude problem’), Michael Jackson 
(‘Canal bank moon walk’). Her poem titles 
are inviting.  She often thinks of a poem as 
a long sentence, or perhaps a long fragment 
of thought – ‘Numb’ (76 lines); ‘In memory 
of Granny in Galway’ (107 lines). 

Carragher strives to be honest about her 
relationships – with lovers, past and ‘Not 
yet’:

we’ve both been here before,
not knowing if we will walk out whole,
our hearts still firmly in our chests,
or end up scooped out to places
we’ve never been to, yet ...

She has a gregarious remit and wants to 
explore and to celebrate her love for her 
mother, father, sister, even if she suspects 
the inability of words to portray the reality 
of experience. In ‘Mother’, she admits: ‘I 
took them out / all the words I used to show 
you to myself ’. ‘The carpenter’s daughter’ is 
another fine example of her success, the title 
subtly drawn from a Happy Family pack of 
cards.
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Carragher approaches any situation as her 
own self, yet any situation involves the 
interplay of individuals. One of her brave 
poems, ‘Numb’, leads us to question a non-
reciprocal encounter – ‘and I was thinking, 
this is not ideal, not ideal’  – and then she 
invites the reader to wonder with her: what 
does this ‘wedge’ of a word ‘rape’ mean? 

Whilst getting to know this collection, I 
found myself missing capital letters and 
full stops – they are also tools of a poet 
and traditional references. However, other 
readers may welcome this freedom on the 
page and even see it as another form of 
honesty. Carragher occasionally writes in 
traditional forms – the villanelle (‘They 
grow there still’, ‘Bedside locker’), and the 
sestina (‘Te amo/Je t’aime /I love you’). The 
use of form in these poems has generated 
intriguing, semi-abstract material that can 
be enjoyed without striving for narrative.

Jewtown by Simon Lewis is, in the finest 
sense, a ‘page-turner’. He is a master of 
the narrative implied by forensic detail: 
‘I know every cobblestone on the way to 
Union Quay / the sand and dust lodging 
with the roadside litter’(‘Cracks’). These 
poems commemorate a community of 
Jews who arrived in Cork, fleeing from 
Czarist Russia in the late 19th century. They 
settled in an area which became known as 
Jewtown. These immigrants suffered great 
loss, poverty and discrimination. Yet the 
community gradually thrived, becoming 
integrated with Cork’s wider communities, 

before dispersing further afield.  

Lewis has a personal connection with this 
wave of immigration, in that his great 
grandmother’s parents were amongst those 
who fled from Lithuania to Cork. However, 
one of Lewis’s gifts as a poet is that he 
himself is largely invisible – he doesn’t allow 
his feelings to sway his poetry towards 
the emotional or confessional. Rather, 
his project is to preserve something from 
extreme stories of survival using precise 
imagery. There are no sermons here, no 
political points are laboured. The small 
anecdotes, names, and snippets of preserved 
language and tradition are thought-
provoking and searingly relevant. 

Lewis is a master at juxtaposition – 
neighbour Róisín laughs with Joseph and 
Mary at the new names they have chosen: 
‘You’re both surely Irish now’ ( ‘Joseph 
and Mary’). The immigrants sell St Brigid 
crosses, figurines – ‘each Virgin Mary is 
reason to stay’ (‘He Says He is Happy’) – 
and spuds (‘Two Sisters’). A young boy 
achieves a resonant litany of entrepreneurial 
success when he finds a chipped, discarded 
marble and (in ‘Marbles’) practices with it:

Weeks later, I own all the swirlies, puries

and my milky china ball.

Lewis, with the ‘practice and luck’ of his 
poetry, is like that young boy with his 
marbles.
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Many of the poems draw on Jewish festivals 
and the symbolic importance of food, for 
example, the gloriously titled ‘All Rests on 
Houlihan’s Hen’, and ‘Karpas’, which refers 
to the tradition of dipping vegetables in salt 
water, as part of the Passover meal, a  
reminder of tears shed. Jewtown is a 
metaphorical breaking of bread with 
immigrants in days when hospitality seems 
sparse. This is a poetry collection rooted in 
the transience of specificities. Lewis visits 
the hometown of his forebears looking for 
familiar connections, settles on ‘a random 
surname, the closest we’d get / to a family 
tie’ (‘The Choral Synagogue, Kaunas’). He 
demonstrates, as Robin Skelton puts it, ‘the 
profound idealism of poetry’ – that the 
poem in itself is an act of faith. 

Doireann Ní Ghríofa is a bilingual poet, 
having already published poetry collections 
in the Irish language. Clasp is her first 
English-language collection, and her 
experience is immediately evident, shining 
from the page. She uses form, sound, and 
shape as crafting tools. Her poems are set 
in diverse settings – the supermarket, the 
labour ward, a boys’ home, a museum, 
under the hearth, in a tumble dryer. Her 
work can be surreal, sparse, or absolutely 
specific. She is inspired by personal every-
day encounters, historical events and 
pre-history. Examples of the latter include 
a 35,000 year-old musical instrument 
(‘Bone Flute’), and a 5,300 year-old frozen 
mummy (‘Frozen Food’ – a shaped poem). 
Ní Ghríofa deals effectively with the 
complexity of emotions clustering around 
the facts of birth and death. This is one of 
her greatest strengths. We, as readers, are 
drawn into the horror, the pity, the mystery, 
the hope. She is aware of the illusion 
of time, the aliveness of the land, the 
physicality of absent things, the mutability 
of memory.  Ní Ghríofa’s poetry collection 
is determined and uplifting in depicting 
our uncertainties of experience. In the ‘The 
Horse Under the Hearth’ she writes:

Now, when I watch flames consume 

   wood, I think of her
slow change from muscle and mane to 
   bone and dirt.
When the house grows too quiet, I stand 
   on that hearthstone 
and dance. Each ankle tap, each heel rap 
   brings me back.

Several of these poems will stay in the 
reader’s mind for a long time, particularly 
–  for this reader – ‘At Letterfrack’, which 
deals with abuse and neglect of young boys 
in a home, and ‘Tooth’ (‘Is this what it is to 
be an adult? Yes. You are alone’). It is not 
a melancholy collection, it is haunted with 
both sadness and happiness – as in ‘Triolet 
from the keeper of childhood nemories’: 
‘You must remember that day, / The sun 
shone, remember?’ 

It is a brave service to extend genuine 
poetry – it is not superficially achieved 
and it is an act of faith. Each of these single 
poets has shared with us their idiosyncratic 
way of sensing, feeling, negotiating the 
world. They have added, to the whole, 
something which they have drawn from 
the whole – our limitless, shared and 
overflowing resource. Here are four joyful 
new soul songs. 

                                                                                 
Dawn Wood was born in Omagh, 
Co Tyrone and moved to Dundee in 1986. 
After a career as a science lecturer, she now 
works as a hypnotherapist and an artist. Her 
poetry collections, published with Templar 
Poetry, include Quarry (2008), Ingathering 
(2013), and Declaration (2016).
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by Daniel Tatlow-Devally

 

 The limits of my language 
 mean the limits of my world 
   – Ludwig Wittgenstein

Arising at the start of the 20th century in 
German and Anglo intellectual circles, 
Analytic Philosophy aims to answer its 
questions — what are minds, how is 
the world structured, what is good – by 
analysing the simple constituents of more 
complex notions. Unsurprisingly, many 
analytic thinkers centre their research 
around language, looking to break down 
the semantic units that we use to describe 
the world and thereby understand what 
our arguments about it entail with a little 
more certainty. The early 20th century also 
saw a renewed interest among poets in the 
interrogation of language: ‘A rose is a rose 
is a rose’ wrote Gertrude Stein, whose work 
– in Tender Buttons  for example – is often 
concerned with isolating the concepts and 
feelings evoked by everyday objects. Stein 
aims to show how unusually juxtaposed 
words can startle us into a new perspective 
on what we’re seeing, as in the following: 

A cause and no curve, a cause and loud 
enough, a cause and extra a loud clash 

and an extra wagon, a sign of extra, a sac 
a small sac and an established colour and 
cunning, a slender grey and no ribbon, 
this means a loss a great loss a restitution. 
  – ‘Mildred’s Umbrella’

For the poet and critic William Empsom, 
ambiguity in poetry arises when ‘alternative 
views might be taken without sheer 
misreading’. However, philosophers in 
general don’t like feeling there’s any 
ambiguity going on in their discussions, and 
for this reason analytic philosophy has not 
paid much attention to poetry as a source 
of knowledge about language (or most 
anything else). Despite this, some major 
thinkers in the analytic canon have shown 
a special interest in poetry and its power to 
express. The first is Ludwig Wittgenstein; 
the second is Richard Rorty. 

The breadth of Wittgenstein’s influence 
and significance is the stuff of serious 
hyperbole. Let it suffice to say that he 
spent a long and varied career pointing 
out problems with the language used by 
mainstream philosophers. It is his later 
work, Philosophical Investigations, that 
has been his most influential contribution 
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to the canon. Largely abandoning 
argumentative form, the fragmented 
paragraphs and statements that make 
up the book suggest that what lies at the 
root of many philosophical problems is a 
misguided view of how language works. 
Many philosophers assume that words 
name objects in the world, and that 
sentences are combinations of these names. 
Wittgenstein suggests that the meaning 
of words and phrases lies in their use. The 
desired effect of his investigations is to bring 
philosophical focus back to the everyday 
contexts in which words acquire their uses 
and therefore their meanings, a process of 
coaxing and suggestion which Wittgenstein 
likened to showing ‘the fly the way out of 
the fly-bottle’.

One of the more enigmatic and promising 
entries scribbled in Wittgenstein’s 
notebooks remarks that philosophy ‘ought 
really only to be written as a form of 
poetry’, seemingly suggesting that the sort 
of imaginative attention that we (should) 
give to poetry is also a requisite when 
we examine how words are used in other 
areas of discourse, allowing us to discern 
cues contained in those words that a more 
prosaic lens may not reveal. 

His interest in poetry has been reciprocated. 
Charles Bernstein, the American poet and 
student of Wittgenstein scholar Stanley 
Cavell, took Wittgenstein’s observation of 
the social nature of language as a prompt to 
examine the varied ways that words can be 
deployed, and how they can reveal our place 
in a world shared with others:

          The scholar-trancemaker hangs 
from the end of a trope and asks 
to be cut down. An umbilical cord 
signifies no less. Yet despite, I can now see 
or is it all 
a mistake? & does it splatter?
    – from ‘Dark City’, Charles Bernstein

The poet and critic Maggie Nelson has 
used Wittgenstein’s work as a lens in 

her two experimental memoirs, Bluets 
and Argonauts. In the latter, a fluid 
examination of gender, gender-fluidity,  
language, and queerness in a changing 
America, Wittgenstein’s statement that ‘the 
inexpressible is contained, inexpressibly, 
within the expressible’ forms a cornerstone 
for the exploration of the book’s material. 
And Irish poets such as Frances Harvey and 
Derek Mahon have taken Wittgenstein’s 
enigmatic passages and used them to tease 
out lines of thought of their own, as when 
Mahon, in his poem ‘Tractatus’, responds 
to Wittgenstein’s famous line ‘the world is 
everything that is the case’, with the playful:

The world, though, is also so much more –
everything that is the case imaginatively.  

Richard Rorty came to see philosophy as 
operating on a continuum, with scientific 
discourse at one end and poetry and 
literature at the other. To lean towards either 
is still valid philosophy: like facts about 
natural history or a pocket map, poetry can 
lay out terrain in the world (generally that of 
our inner life) and make it easier for us to 
navigate it. 

Words work as release – well-oiled doors 
opening and closing between intention, 
gesture.

 – from Citizen: An American Lyric, 
    Claudia Rankine

While the politically incisive poetry of 
Claudia Rankine may have a much more 
open-ended application than a scientific 
paper, Rorty’s pragmatism would accept 
them both as potentially useful ways of 
viewing the world. In fact when talking 
about Rorty’s views on poetry we should 
acknowledge that he used the term broadly 
– it encompassed any work in language 
that hugely changed public action and 
thought. Thus his sweep of ‘poets’ included 
Plato, Darwin and Marx, as well as Milton 
and Blake. The value of such varied uses 
of language lies in the way they carve out 
diversity of ways of living and of political 
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opinion. Rorty saw in poetry the promise 
of a more sophisticated and tolerant future, 
believing that a society that garnered new 
poetic perspectives was one that would 
more deftly tolerate different human 
perspectives too. Towards the end of his life, 
Rorty expressed a regret that he had not 
spent more time learning poetry by rote, 
believing that doing so will broaden one’s 
vocabulary for describing the world: 

I now wish that I had spent somewhat 
more of my life with verse. This is not 
because I fear having missed out on truths 
that are incapable of statement in prose. 
There are no such truths; there is nothing 
about death that Swinburne and Landor 
knew but Epicurus and Heidegger failed 
to grasp. Rather, it is because I would have 
lived more fully if I had been able to rattle 
off more old chestnuts – just as I would 
have if I had made more close friends.

While there are many who value Rorty’s 
respect for poetry as a way of getting to 
know the world, for the most part it is 
his more technical arguments on which 
undergraduates will be asked to judge 
his merits as a philosopher. So is there 
anything that poets can learn from this brief 
encounter between the subjects of poetry 
and analytic philosophy? 

A tricky question, as both Wittgenstein and 
Rorty avoided giving poets direction on 
how they should practice their craft. Part of 
the attraction, for both, was in how poetry 
posed an escape from the strictures and 
tight inferences of philosophical systems. 
But there may be something in each of their 
attitudes that is revealing. Wittgenstein 
thought that philosophical ‘problems’ arise 
when we become inflexible and unreflective 
in how we analyse or look at words. A poet 
who wants to learn from Wittgenstein 
might, like Olsen and Bernstein, make 
language the subject that is interrogated 
in their work. The so-called ‘experimental 
poets’ – in Ireland these include Maurice 
Scully, Catherine Walsh, Trevor Joyce, et al 

– are in this regard the more likely heirs to 
the analytic tradition, with their emphasis 
on language over lyric, on sign over 
signified. As is a poet such as Christodoulos 
Makris, with the recycling of found texts 
included in his collection The Architecture 
of Chance. Alternatively, poets could pay 
close attention to the fact that words inherit 
meanings because of particular uses in a 
social world. Either suggestion requires us 
to be novel about how we pay attention to 
language; there is, as Wittgenstein insisted, 
no one formula for getting that right.

Rorty’s own comments may be even more 
recalcitrant: ‘Keep writing and you might 
change public discourse’, which echoes 
Shelley’s ‘Poets are the unacknowledged 
legislators of the world’, is a nice thing to 
be told but fairly impossible to formulate as 
a guide for creating poetry. But perhaps it 
is better applied to the way we read a work 
than write one. It is a gentle and playful 
reminder that the emotional resonance of 
poetry is not merely a record of tradition 
and experience; it has a justified and 
powerful role in shaping the world that we 
would like to talk about, and by extension 
the world in which we would like to live:

Grace is unmoved. It is the light that melts,
The spring where words and world
Fill up with meaning. We will only see    
   things
Stark and dead if we see only things
Themselves and not the pattern that 
   informs them.

– Jan Zwicky, from Wittgenstein Elegies  
(Brick Books, 1986)

                                                                                 
Daniel Tatlow-Devally is a philosophy 
graduate of Trinity College, Dublin. He is 
a freelance writer, editor and illustrator, 
and his fiction has previously appeared in 
Icarus.
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The ideal format for the poem ‘Rain 
[signed piece]’ would be a single 
continuous sheet unrolling as the 
reading eye progressed down the 

paper. Failing that, the slim stanzas, fluid 
rhythms and graphic elements energize the 
descending action. [On the following pages, 
the poem is to be read down each vertical 
column, progressing from left to right].

The book Several Dances is preoccupied 
with the convention of the ‘collection’ of  
‘poems’. The book ends and begins again 
and ends again, then begins yet again in a 
fainter typeface. There is a porous quality 
to the ‘poems’ which echo each other and 
certain other famous poems along the way.

Much contemporary poetry takes the 
form of the personal lyric. This type of 
poetry is usually short, anecdotal and 
autobiographical. The publication format is 
the ‘collection’.

Myself, I do not collect. I write, delete, copy, 
shape, gouge, polish, build, cut, burn, bend, 
weave … but ‘collect’, no.

I began to wonder about this habit of 
collecting. I thought I’d make a book that 
would absorb some of the characteristics 
of the ‘poetry collection’ and find ways to 
move it on and bring it closer to my own 
sensibility. 

This is one of the shaping forces of Several 
Dances.

A guiding structural principle is the motif. 
This is something I’ve been doing for quite a 
long time now. In 5 Freedoms of Movement 
(1987), I used the twin motifs of money 
and movement. In Sonata (2006), I used the 
motif of the circle, in Humming (2009), the 
motifs of pollen drift and crystallization. 
In Several Dances (2014), I developed the  
motif device into a logical sequence, thus:

     descent – print – replication – echo

The piece that follows ‘Rain [signed piece]’ 
in Several Dances takes a parodic slant to 
the habit of  ‘epiphany’ in the modern lyric 
and runs in its entirety thus:

   A Stupendous Idea

            I woke about four o’clock
            the next morning
            with a stupendous idea.

                                                                              
‘Rain [signed piece]’ featured as part of 
the ‘cross-stream: ways of writing’ project 
(2015), curated for Fingal Libraries by 
Christodoulos Makris. Maurice Scully’s 
most recent work include Several Dances 
(Shearsman Books, 2014), and an online 
chapbook Plays (Smithereens Press, 2016).
                                                                               

by Maurice Scully
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Rain [signed piece]
Maurice Scully

Stop.

A toddler
playing
with
his

tin bucket
& broken
spade

in a small cracked
black & white
photo from
the 50s

popped out of
a book on
yr desk
    
leaf-shaped fibulae
spears & shields
a stony ingle
a

quiet cell
in the woods
berries birdsong
rootlets

that
trickle

down
through
separating

earth-crumbs
cuckoo-spit
nettle-stalk
conduits

gullies of fire
whose flames
lick &
twist

around blackened
jagged rocks
rear &
flick

as a fly zips by
overhead
then dis
appears

into
the
light

(

 )

h’m or is
it ice melting
in a forest
gully I/stop/

this must
be that
beautiful
little quick

feathered
animal
feeding by
the

wave-edge
just
recently
arrived

to here
here this
piece

one
hitting
another
&

spliced
pips
kernels
shells

with that
dark
shimmer

of
alpha
bets

& grammars
come
down

quietly
on to
the leaves
of

the canopy
in the
garden
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where
you
stop to

listen to
look
back

touch

fleck
of paper
caught
in a

bent staple
patterns
in
a

book
opened
on a
table

that make
your
take your
name-

shell
twistedly
melted
into it

(

 )

moved
glasses-case
to the left
held page

down
flat like
that so
that

who it’s
for is
dully
audible

a white
speck

-door-

sliding
over black
in twilight

become a

-door-

swan each

-door-door-

tree a
sheath of

-door-

moving
moisture
each forest
a colony

of
glistening  |
spirits

in the
transpir-
ation
stream
                |
between      |
base &
open
sky_                |
        _   |
            _   |
                _   |
                    _    |

stamp 
yr
feet
   |

into
that
pool    |
   |
there
then
dip this                 |

piece    |
into this
pot

here then
weave &   |
ooze
where

let’s see - wow -
flatten it - work                |
this    |

box
until it gets to
cohere left
to right
                |
itself & fall
apart again   |
too. There.                |

      Blob.
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H ouse of Small Absences works a 
strange magic. The book does 
not betray itself too readily, and 
one searches in vain for the key 

to unlock it. Differences in tone, feeling, and 
approach are evident almost everywhere. 
While its centre of gravity is not 
immediately or entirely visible, it contains 
many delightful and compelling poems that 
invite – demand – re-reading. 

The image of the key appears in ‘While 
You Wait’, a poem that is also a description 
of Fyfe’s method. The speaker tells us, ‘I 
committed the topography / of a Yale’s 
unforgiving profile to mind’, ‘a whodunit 

key that would never / be used to unlock a 
winter boathouse’. The pattern on the key 
‘promises / vital unlockings’. ‘Where did 
you / get something like this?’ asks the 
locksmith when she goes to get the 
(imaginary) key made. The ‘key-grinder’ 

   
                                  admits he enjoys
the more challenging medium
and I unwrap my committed key’s reverse
carved in a green carbolic soap-cake.
 

‘While You Wait’ is not an autobiographical 
poem; we are the key-grinders, puzzling 
over where the speaker got something that 
is imagined and reversed, both an absence 

Anne-Marie Fyfe House of Small Absences
seren press, 2015                                                                                                                                  

Mark Granier Haunt
salmon poetry, 2015                                                                                                                              

Ger Reidy Before Rain
arlen house, 2015                                                                                                                              

John O’Donnell On Water
dedalus press, 2014                                                                                                                               

by Richard Hayes

Sweet
SOUNDS
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– there is no real key – and a presence, the 
image of the key in the soap. The neither-
here-nor-thereness of this collection gives 
the book, at once, a weightlessness and 
a profundity. This is not to say that these 
poems are in any way slight, rather the 
opposite: they are all substance.

Fyfe seems concerned with the world as 
an extension of and a creation of self – as 
Berkeley said, the ‘objects of sense exist 
only when they are perceived; the trees 
therefore are in the garden, or the chairs in 
the parlour, no longer than while there is 
somebody by to perceive them’.

When you turn your back on the street
and walk away one block, then two, 
the over-familiar street-view’s exposed
as propped-up storefronts and verandahs,
sceneries of wings and facades
that could shudder and collapse
in the whish of the tenderest summer 
   breeze. 

      –‘Street Scene’

The world, considered in this way, 
is certainly under the control of the 
artist-speaker; in this sense, House of 
Small Absences is a happy book. In ‘The 
Observation Window’, the speaker (who 
looks down on earth from outer space), says 
that ‘if I hold my breath the globe will grind 
to a standstill’; and if, out of the window, 
she watches herself, she will see ‘a stationary 
child in Metson’s field, / axis and focus of 
a universal stasis’. These meditative poems 
seem to me to explore that stasis which is, at 
once, within and outside the self. 

Hugh Kenner’s suggestion that the poem, for 
Wallace Stevens, is ‘about the creation of the 
concepts it creates, and about man’s need for 
such a creation of concepts’, seems a useful 
description of House of Small Absences. It is 
a daring collection in its difference. It needs 
to be read as a collection, for it has its own 
trajectory and momentum that is more than 
the sum of its parts – though in themselves 
those parts are terrific. 

The title poem of Mark Granier’s Haunt sees 
his grandfather appear to him in a dream – 
‘Is a ghost any less of a ghost if it’s a dream?’ 
Like many of the poems in the collection, it 
is an elegy of sorts, and the elegiac sounds 
this collection’s keynote. Granier’s is a quiet, 
dignified mourning, a mourning as much 
for lost opportunities as for lost individuals: 
‘I find myself, back in the old-fashioned 
kitchen / of the place you bought (and 
we sold) – a fitting home, / though I was 
far too absent to know it then’, we read in 
‘Haunt’. A long poem, ‘Rockville’, expands 
on the theme wonderfully. For his ailing 
grandmother,

                               A new bedroom is made
of the downstairs ‘study’. Hers becomes  
   the spare
nobody sleeps in: cool, net-curtained light,
flowered curtains, a trace of face powder 
  and lilac.

Surfacing from her first bout of pneumonia,
all she’ll say is: ‘It’s a long story.’ 

The cool, empty ‘spare’ room embodies her 
absence; Granier’s interest in what Heaney 
calls, in that famous final sonnet of the 
‘Clearances’ sequence, ‘a space / Utterly 
empty, utterly a source’. The grandmother 
through her illness seems to cross over into 
some other realm; that she comes back 
inspired – full of story – is telling. This 
poem, and the collection, is full of dream 
images, including an unknown figure who 
appears in the middle of the night on the 
lawn in ‘Rockville’ – the image persists, the 
speaker admitting that, ‘I have your negative, 
sharp, perfectly framed, / where strange 
looks into strange’. The dream world 
Granier calls on allows him to encounter 
the ‘strange’, the other, and out of that 
encounter find inspiration, and indeed 
solace. The final poem in the collection, 
‘Boy on a Trampoline’, recalling Frost’s 
‘Birches’, dramatises the encounter with 
strangeness in a different way: the boy’s 
testing of ‘the earth’s / suspension’ allows 
him to recognise the earth’s ‘give’, that 
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is, ‘what /grown-ups grow to forget’, the 
possibility that we can abstract ourselves 
awhile – by jumping on a trampoline, and of 
course also in the creative act – from even 
‘our heaviest steps’, as Granier formulates it.    

People in many of these poems ‘surface’ –
from underwater, but also from illness and 
from death. This metaphorical preference 
is registered also in what seems a formal 
preference (I counted over thirty examples 
in the collection), a number of regular 
stanzas followed by a single line. Here is 
‘Time Piece’, for instance:

Nothing on the windowsill in her bedroom
but this faceless mantel clock: a boxed 
   porthole
looking straight through itself to capture 
   a round

of net-curtained window. Where did I see 
   it last –
on the upright piano? Why did she move 
  it here?
And where did its face go? No need to ask

the time being perfectly kept.  

This form is deployed regularly in the book 
and the gentle but significant jolt that comes 
in the final line represents something like 
a coming-up-for-air. The book captures 
very well everyday things and then those 
moments of ascent into the ‘different 
country’ (as he calls it in another fine elegy, 
‘Grip Stick’) of memory and imagination. 

Haunt is a frequently beautiful, often 
moving, tender collection of poems. 

Before Rain is Ger Reidy’s third collection 
(earlier collections, Pictures from a 
Reservation and Drifting Under the Moon, 
were published by Dedalus Press in, 
respectively, 1998 and 2010). The poems 
in Before Rain are contemplative and 
thoughtful. The word ‘grace’ seems to occur 
often early on; many of the poems are, in 
a way, acts of praise. While the speaker is 
‘jolted’ and ‘haunted’ by the dead mackerel 
he pulls from the sea in ‘One Morning 
in May’, the poem nonetheless is an act 
of praise for their writhing, threshing, 
swimming existence. As the fish are gutted, 
their eyes are ‘incredulous as the knife rips’. 
The praise here is not celebratory and many 
of the poems are filled with threat and 
dread, such as in ‘The Turning’, a poem that 
characterises Time as a tyrant whipping a 
‘great chariot’ towards winter. 

Gather your children before it’s too late,
you who stand at the water’s edge,
distract them with ice-cream and funfairs,
let them not smell the harness sweat
or see the flared nostrils equinox-bound
or the backward glance of the charioteer. 
 

‘Let them not smell the harness sweat’ is 
terrific. Reidy draws on (and redraws) the 
canon, referencing Marvell of course in ‘The 
Turning’, boldly taking on Kavanagh in ‘The 
Awakening’. Reidy’s ‘In a Roadside Cottage’ 
has some passing resemblances to Kavanagh 
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in, perhaps, its rural location and the simple 
life evoked. In the poem, an old couple, it 
seems, has died:

As I passed their roadside cottage
my sheepdog tilted his head,

when he heard the music beyond silence.
I felt the grace bestowed
on the shivering mortals,
distilled from the void of pain.

‘Grace’ appears here from somewhere other 
than nature, from an encounter with silence 
and human suffering and mortality. 

‘Inarticulate Praise’ is also a little 
reminiscent of Kavanagh – I thought of 
Kavanagh’s suggestion that, despite the 
poverty of their circumstances, the peasant 
farmers in ‘The Great Hunger’ could 
see ‘God the Father in a tree’. At sunset, 
watching the last ray disappear and the 
moon ‘squinting through a whitethorn 
bush’:

To feel this, to be aware
to be here is enough, 
present in the forging. 

However, while it might be enough for 
the speaker to ‘feel this, to be aware / to 
be here’, it is not enough for the reader. 
Some of the poems here are, in this sense, 
undercooked and one feels short-changed. 
That is, the poem should not be content to 
register an observation; we expect more. It 
is a great pity that Before Rain has not been 
judiciously edited; there are simply too 
many poems here that strike the same note 
and the standards vary. This momentarily 
blinds the reader to the quality of much of 
the work. 

On Water is also John O’Donnell’s third 
collection, following from Some Other 
Country (Bradshaw Books, 2002) and Icarus 
Sees His Father Fly (Dedalus Press, 2004). 
It has been worth over a decade’s wait, for 
this is an accomplished book that is a work 

of superior craftsmanship and considerable 
art. Most of the poems here strongly convey 
the feeling of having been worked on and 
hard-earned. Even the lesser poems suggest 
effort, poems like ‘Roll Call’, a somewhat 
whimsical poem formally, for it takes an 
A-Z list of classmates and simply describes 
them: 

Andrews whose pimples earned the nick-  
   name ‘Pizzaface’
Byrne who left school early with two 
   uniformed police
Cosgrove who rented out his brother’s 
   porno mags
Daly who sells pre-owned Beemers, Mercs 
 and Jags

And so on, all the way to:

Young whose antics in a pool brought 
   down the Government
Zee who was then, is now, and always will 
   be absent. 

The couplets do not call attention to 
themselves but the performance leans 
on the onward momentum of the two-
line unit to reach Zee and the mystery 
and profundity of the final line. It’s not 
the greatest poem here, but it’s fun and 
illustrative of O’Donnell’s style. Elsewhere 
he writes sonnets, haiku, and others, 
operating always within some formal 
framework that greatly enhances, rather 
than inhibits, the poetry. 

Sometimes, he tries too hard. So the book’s 
opening poem, ‘Wilson’, while a fine poem, 
works too hard to reach its conclusion. In 
the poem, the speaker and his father play 
golf together. The voice is not dissimilar to 
Tony Harrison’s:

                                         Our lives together
a groove worn by my thumb. The Wil of 
   Wilson
almost gone; soon all that will be left will 
   be the son. 
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Another ‘golf ’ poem – ‘Poetry’– works 
better. The poem is dedicated to another 
Irish poet, Conor O’Callaghan. I quote it in 
its entirety.

The dark nights at the driving range.
The early starts, sun singing off the dew.
The shudder, standing up to open ground
On the first tee. The many ways of being  
  wrong:
Hooked. Sliced. Topped. Shanked. Pulled.
The floundering for hours in bunkers
And still not getting out. The lost balls.
The prizes everyone else wins. The  
  drinking.
The yardage, working out how far to go.
The ones that start off looking great but  
  end up
Short. The shots that try to do too much. 
   The know-alls.
The two-foot putts that you still miss. The 
   yips.
And – sometimes – the little click when   
  things go right:
The sweet sound that keeps you coming 
  back.

This is witty stuff, managing to maintain an 
equilibrium as a poem about golf and an 
interesting description of his own vocation. 
The poem is amusing because of this 
balance and, at the same time, curious and 
intriguing and right. Many of the poems 
in this book display the same wit, the same 
light touch; many of the poems here sound 
‘the sweet sound’. 

The title poem is an interesting sequence 
of dramatic monologues recounting, from 
varying perspectives, events from the life of 
Jesus. A man at a wedding in Cana (‘I wore 
my new papyrus shoes – / and the bride 
looked absolutely radiant’), notices a young 
man and his mother, ‘that young man ... 
so quiet and assured’; and ‘the wine tasted 
divine’. ‘The basket was as deep as Galilee’, 
says another voice, having pulled loaves and 
fishes from a basket passed around a crowd. 
Jesus is weary in ‘Jairus’ but says ‘Alright; 
alright’ when asked to intervene after 

Jairus’s daughter dies: 

            The same as all the rest, I thought: 
the rhetoric, the empty promises;
I’d wanted to believe, you understand,
as he called for water. The cup lifted 
to lifeless lips. And then she touched his 
   hand. 

The sequence rounds out with ‘On Water’, 
spoken in Mary’s voice: she loses Jesus on 
the shore and panicking desperately she 
runs to the edge, shouting his name. Then 
she sees him, walking on water:

                               Little splashes as
he skipped from wave to wave; astonished 
   fishes
leaping underneath his feet. Arms stretched 
   wide,
he smiled back, showing how easily it was 
   done.
Which it was, compared with what was yet 
   to come. 

The sequence is a fine piece of work, as with 
so many of the poems carrying its hard 
work lightly. 

On Water is the real thing, formally 
accomplished, intelligent, and trusting that 
the inner logic and momentum of the poem 
will throw new light on experience and the 
world. It is an impressive, deeply moving 
book of poems. 

                                                                                 
Richard Hayes is an academic and critic 
and has published widely on Irish and 
American literature, theatre and cinema. He 
is currently Vice-President for Strategy at 
Waterford Institute of Technology.
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To mark the award of the Nobel Prize in 
Literature to Bob Dylan, some reflections on 
favourite lyrics from his back pages ...

                                                                                           
Alvy Carragher poet 
I always go back to ‘Make You Feel My 
Love’, lines like: 
 

I’d go hungry, I’d go black and blue
I’d go crawling down the avenue
There’s nothing that I wouldn’t do
To make you feel my love

 
He calls up a universe of emotion in a 
handful of basic words, something that 
others might need entire novels, a thesaurus 
and considerable sweat to achieve. It’s also 
the simple, earthy quality of these words, 
the rhyme and rhythm, and even the touch 
of melodrama. He’s the kind of poet that 
makes people fall in love with language, 
whether they want to or not. 

                                                                                           
Liam Carson writer
‘Wild mercury’ was how Bob Dylan once 
described the sound he sought. He defined 
it as ‘the sound of bells and distant railroad 
trains … usually it’s the crack of dawn’.  
His greatest lyrics are mercurial, allusive, 
elusive. (Mercury is the god of poetry, 
trickery and thieving – and is the ruling 
planet of Dylan’s sign, Gemini). I’ve always 
loved Dylan’s Street-Legal, whose songs 
are drenched in Tarot imagery. ‘Mercury 
rules you and destiny fools you’, he sings on 
‘No Time To Think’. On Infidels, there’s the 

wonderful ‘Jokerman’, a shape-shifting ‘dream 
twister’, ‘shedding off one more layer of skin / 
keeping one step ahead of the persecutor 
within’. The Jokerman might be Jesus, he 
might be the Devil, he might be a political 
‘manipulator of crowds’; he echoes the Fool 
from the Tarot. The song is driven by pure 
poetry, exquisite rhythms and shimmering 
rhymes (‘False-hearted judges dying in the 
webs that they spin / Only a matter of time 
’til night comes steppin’ in’). At times I fancy 
the Jokerman is Dylan himself, the bard who 
looks ‘into the fiery furnace’, a ‘preacherman’ 
who ‘dances to the nightingale tune’ – our 
swift-voiced messenger, who ‘flies high by the 
light of the moon’. 

                                                                                           
Theo Dorgan poet
‘Love Minus Zero: No Limit’ from Bringing 
It All Back Home (1965). I fell in love with 
this song when I was eighteen, turbulent, 
avid for life; I was so hungry for more from 
life, more of everything, already ambitious 
for the experience so beautifully caught in 
those lines from Donne’s ‘Ecstasy’:

When love with one another so 
Interinanimates two souls

Dylan’s song is a young man’s celebration 
of that kind of companionship, the rare, 
particular, miracle of finding a twin soul. In 
Spenser we find the line ‘My love is like to ice, 
and I to fire’, but Dylan’s beloved is like both 
ice and fire. Notice, though, as that young 
man I was very soon noticed, that she’s true 
‘like ice, like fire’; notice also that ‘Valentines 
can’t buy her’, that ‘She doesn’t have to say 
she’s faithful’. She is her own woman, wise – 

She knows there’s no success like failure 
And that failure’s no success at all 

– and self-confident: ‘She knows too much 
to argue or to judge.’ A woman in her own 
right, not a blank screen for the projection 
of conventional thought or feeling. And it 
was the first song I taught myself to play on 
harmonica.

HEAR
THIS 

ROBERT
ZIMMERMAN
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Mark Granier poet
In the late 1970s I was sitting with my 
first serious girlfriend in that vegetarian 
restaurant on Harcourt Street. Whatever 
we were talking about is gone, like the 
restaurant and what passed for our 
relationship. What remains: sunlight on 
floorboards, a broad Dublin afternoon 
leaning in the Georgian windows, and 
Dylan’s ‘Blood On The Tracks’, which 
someone had put on the stereo. Hard to 
name a favourite, but I’ll single out ‘Tangled 
Up In Blue’. Like the track that follows it, 
‘Simple Twist of Fate’, that song is full of one 
of Dylan’s persistent themes: moving on,  
hitting the highway that inevitably spirals 
back, like a grooved needle, to the same 
central yearnings – restlessness, love, regret 
– though my own restlessness came down to 
an inability to settle on anything apart from 
writing the occasional poem. 

Some are mathematicians
Some are carpenters’ wives
Don’t know how it all got started
I don’t know what they’re doin’ with   
     their lives

 
When I was 19 or 20 such lines resonated, 
and they still do at 59; these songs continue 
to exert what Paul Muldoon called ‘more 
pressure per square inch’ than many poems.

                                                                                           
Catriona Crowe historian 
Everybody who loves Bob Dylan has a 
favourite album. Mine is Blood on the Tracks, 
from 1975. It obsessed me for at least a year, 
to the point where I knew most of it off by 
heart (no longer true, due to the vicissitudes 
of age). I still listen to it regularly and it 
always invigorates. The two great love songs, 
‘Tangled up in Blue’ and ‘Simple Twist of 
Fate’, remain very special, but for the times 
we are living in, ‘Idiot Wind’ is the one. On 
20 January, as I watched the inauguration 
of Donald Trump with mounting horror, I 
was moved to text various friends with some 
lyrics from the song:

Idiot wind, blowing like a circle around 
  my skull,
From the Grand Coulee Dam to the 
Capitol
Idiot wind, blowing every time you move 
   your teeth
You’re an idiot, babe
It’s a wonder that you still know how to 
   breathe ...

It helped to have such lyrical outrage at my 
disposal. 

                                                                                           
Bronagh Gallagher singer, actor 
‘Masters of War’ is one of the great anti-
war songs. Dylan released it on his second 
studio album, The Freewheelin’ Bob Dylan, 
in 1963, at a time when the Vietnam War 
in all its horror was raging, along with the 
African-American civil rights struggle, and 
the emergence of our own civil rights  
struggle in the north of Ireland. Its brilliance  
is in its accuracy in every line, and its 
forthright articulation of exactly who Dylan 
sees as responsible for warmongering with 
no regard for human life on any side. To the 
people in government and the arms trade, 
he sings: ‘You ain’t worth the blood that runs 
in your veins’. I have to agree, 100%.

                                                                                           
Iarla Ó Lionáird singer 
‘Tangled Up in Blue’. Bob Dylan’s poetic 
ascension should appeal to the Irish in a 
special way. Ours was, in the deep past, 
a poetry that was conceived as song, 
experienced as an unbroken oral to aural 
circle of total experience. Words and music, 
that double helix – alive together or not at 
all, eschewing the page in favour of the air on 
their tangled journey to the head and heart. 
Raspy soothsayer and freewheelin’ maker of 
images, Dylan loosed words from their inky 
bonds where they burned like wildfire into 
the very fabric of the times we live in and in 
his own time, in the modern world. He set 
the bar on how to give voice to the word, 
give depth and measure to the tune.
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Gerard Smyth poet 
Dylan the poet has been a singular 
voice in my ear since he first seized my 
attention with the  lyrical intensity of early 
compositions such as ‘One Too Many 
Mornings’, ‘Boots of Spanish Leather’, and 
‘Restless Farewell’ (looking back I marvel at 
how one so young could write such voice-
of-experience songs), as well the story-
telling drive of ‘Lonesome Death of Hattie 
Carroll’. His fecund sense of his own era in 
early protest and political songs, and their 
immediacy, was equally precocious. Dylan is 
impossible to pin down – his reinventions, 
rebirths and changing identities have been 
ceaseless: the Rimbaud-esque imagistic 
fireworks of Highway 61 Revisited and 
Blonde on Blonde, the pared-down balladry 
of John Wesley Harding and the confessional 
poetry of Blood on the Tracks. He led 
me, and others of my generation, to the 
possibilities of language. Removed from 
their melodies, his lyrics may not seem to 
be poetry in any conventional sense, but 
his mastery of metaphor and wordplay is 
something many page poets struggle to 
achieve. The Nobel Prize may have offended 
certain literary purists, but his work, which 
like Whitman’s adds up to a collective vision 
of America, surely earned this ratification.

                                                                                           
Lisa Lambe singer, actor
Dylan is a shape-shifter and a poet. ‘Don’t 
Think Twice, It’s All Right’ has the most 
beautiful lyrics and holds up a mirror to 
the self. It works because he plays with 
tenderness, sweetness, love and forgiveness, 
with a hint of spite in the mix for good 
measure. All of this is poured into cleverly 
crystallised poetic lines about the human 
condition and all the colours that a lover 
can evoke in the self – time to move on 
down the road and walk in the shadows for 
awhile. It’s certainly a metaphor for life and 
circumstances as well as being an ode to 
someone who wasted your time and your 
heart. How it dovetails perfectly over a 
honey-toned sweet melody makes this one 

of my favourite Dylan songs. Dylan said of 
this track: ‘A lot of people make it sort of a 
love song – slow and easygoing. But it isn’t 
a love song. It’s a statement that maybe you 
can say something to make yourself feel 
better. It’s as if you were talking to yourself.’ 

 So long, honey babe
 Where I’m bound, I can’t tell ...

                                                                                           
Paula Meehan poet 

When you ain’t got nothing, 
you got nothing to lose.

 – Bob Dylan

There is nothing you can give a poet; 
nothing you can take away.

 – Anna Akhmatova

Though they are not saying the same thing 
exactly, and the circumstances of their lives 
were so different, both these lines carry the 
charge of the zeitgeist they transmitted. 
Both poets refused demagoguery. Both 
championed the sovereignty of the lyric. 
And if Dylan has been pilloried by what I 
call the Dylan Deniers, who use his own 
description of himself as ‘a song and dance 
man’ against him (adding ‘mere’), we do 
well to remember that the song and the 
dance are at the heart of the matter of being 
human. I love the pilgrim soul in him; I love 
too the scholar of song who had access to 
Alan Lomax’s vast archive of the folk songs 
of Europe and America and beyond, the 
scholar who submerged himself in Francis 
James Child’s 19th-century anthology, itself 
a conduit back to the late medieval border 
ballads. He was my soundtrack for the 
journeys I made to see the gypsy, the other, 
l’autre, soundtrack to my life, to the world in 
English as she is sung:

Outside the lights were shining 
On the river of tears 
I watched them from the distance 
With music in my ears
                           – ‘Went To See The Gypsy’
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Extinction
Jackie Kay

from the anthology #untitledtwo
(nue! reekie! publishing / polygon, 2016), 
edited by kevin williamson and michael pedersen

We closed the borders, folks, we nailed it.
No trees, no plants, no immigrants.
No foreign nurses, no Doctors; we smashed it.
We took control of our affairs. No fresh air.
No birds, no bees, no HIV, no Poles, no pollen.
No pandas, no polar bears, no ice, no dice.
No rainforests, no foraging, no France.
No frogs, no golden toads, no Harlequins.
No Greens, no Brussels, no vegetarians, no lesbians.
No carbon curbed emissions, no CO2 questions.
No lions, no tigers, no bears. No BBC picked audience.
No loony lefties, please. No politically correct classes.
No classes. No Guardian readers. No readers.
No emus, no EUs, no Eco warriors, no Euros,
No rhinos, no zebras, no burnt bras, no elephants.
We shut it down! No immigrants, no immigrants.
No sniveling-recycling-global-warming nutters.
Little man, little woman, the world is a dangerous place.
Now, pour me a pint, dear. Get out of my fracking face.
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Londonderry Air
Madge Herron

If it wasn’t that I am that underpriveleged and lack impetuosity
I’d grab you in both fists – hold you out far over the town.

God is protein while we are but carbohydrate.
The more I think about it, the valves to my heart clamp shut.

The wallpaper is blasted through the ceiling.
Look! Overturned, forests of dead caterpillars.
Come, and we’ll make brooches of them.

If war should shatter you to fishes
Who is to accompany you onto the ocean floor?

I shake you out each day and again you’re new.

Have you everything you want?
Yes, I have everything I want.
I get the washing done for nothing when I’m sixty.
Poodles never appear in my street.
Cinema is at half-price.
Nothing extra need be added to my jackdaw nest.

Jesus, kid, here’s a madness about you.
In your eyes a cartload of indifference.
Try and avoid looking-glasses.
I will paint you: I’ll shove the mountains in as well:
And hang you broadside Michelangelo in the holy, Holy Vatican.
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Keats’s famous epigraph, requested 
by the dying poet for inscription 
on his gravestone in the immediate 
aftermath of poor reviews and a 

conviction that his work was lost to posterity, 
is a chilling reminder to any writer of the 
mercurial quality of literary fame. Even if 
celebrated during their lifetime, no author 
can be certain that they will be remembered 
by future generations, although Keats’s 
subsequent fame offers some consolation. 
But the Keats of this world are few and far 
between, so how do contemporary writers 
grapple with issues of legacy?

The three memoirs under consideration 
here are interesting variations on the theme. 
The life of Madge Herron, the London-
based writer and actress from Donegal, was 
written by her niece in an effort to resurrect 
her aunt’s reputation, long since eclipsed by 
literary fashion. Patrick Deeley and John 
F. Deane both give accounts of their own 
formation as writers, and though their styles 
are very different to each other, they each, 
by focusing on the family and landscape 
that shaped them, give fascinating insights 

into their growth as poets whilst at the 
same time ensuring that, if posterity goes 
in search of either of them, there will be at 
least one reputable source.

I’ll admit that Madge Herron was largely 
unknown to me before Patricia Herron’s 
memoir was published last year and articles 
began to appear in the national newspapers. 
Although sterling work has been carried out 
by the likes of Christine Murray and Alex 
Pryce to resuscitate the reputations of many 
Irish women writers of the 20th century, the 
name of Madge Herron hadn’t registered. 
And as I began to read Patricia Herron’s 
account, I became intrigued by the idea that 
a woman whose reputation had been so 
established in the cut-throat world of British 
poetry in the 1970s that she was featured 
in a 1973 BBC Radio programme – The 
Best of Poetry Now – alongside Ted Hughes, 
Edwin Morgan and Peter Porter, was largely 
forgotten or overlooked within Ireland. 

In many respects, Herron is typical of a 
generation who left for London in the 1930s 
or 1940s, seeking opportunities denied 

WRIT IN WATER
by Nessa O’Mahony

Patricia Herron  Madge, Portrait of 
Donegal Actress and Poet Madge Herron
cló duanaire / irish and celtic publications, 2016                                                                 

Patrick Deeley The Hurley Maker’s Son
doubleday ireland, 2016                                                                                                                                  

John F Deane Give Dust a Tongue: 
A Faith and Poetry Memoir
columba press, 2016                                                                                                                            

If it wasn’t that I am that underpriveleged and lack impetuosity
I’d grab you in both fists – hold you out far over the town.

God is protein while we are but carbohydrate.
The more I think about it, the valves to my heart clamp shut.

The wallpaper is blasted through the ceiling.
Look! Overturned, forests of dead caterpillars.
Come, and we’ll make brooches of them.

If war should shatter you to fishes
Who is to accompany you onto the ocean floor?

I shake you out each day and again you’re new.

Have you everything you want?
Yes, I have everything I want.
I get the washing done for nothing when I’m sixty.
Poodles never appear in my street.
Cinema is at half-price.
Nothing extra need be added to my jackdaw nest.

Jesus, kid, here’s a madness about you.
In your eyes a cartload of indifference.
Try and avoid looking-glasses.
I will paint you: I’ll shove the mountains in as well:
And hang you broadside Michelangelo in the holy, Holy Vatican.
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them in rural Ireland, and subsequently lost 
to their connections at home. Writing her 
obituary in The Guardian in 2002 (she died 
in the care of the Camden social services 
at the age of 86), long-time friend Kevin 
O’Connor described her as ‘a rare and 
damaged spirit’, and it was partially a desire 
to rescue her from the stereotype of ‘mad 
Irish’ that prompted her niece to undertake 
this biography, wanting instead to present 
evidence of ‘a witty, charming, intelligent, 
principled, talented, compassionate and 
generous woman’.

Madge Herron was born in Fintown in the 
Donegal Gaeltacht in 1915. The daughter 
of an itinerant tailor who died in debt of 
alcoholic poisoning, she grew up immersed 
in tales of the supernatural. Her mother, Sally, 
was said to have bought a sewing machine 
which, when it was repossessed for her failure 
to pay off the loan, had to be returned to her 
because it appeared to be haunted and would 
start up on its own at night. 

The matter of fact way in which this 
story is recounted by Patricia Herron is 
characteristic; there is an acceptance of 
a world beyond rational understanding 
that engages and infuriates the reader at 
the same time. She recounts a family story 
that, whilst still in Donegal, Madge had 
wandered up the hill behind her home 
and had an encounter with the Tuatha 
Dé Danann; when she returned, she was 
considered ‘mad’ and had prophetic powers. 

This reminded me of the story told about 
the Welsh mountain Cader (or Cadair) 
Idris, where if one spent the night on the 
summit, one returned either mad or a 
bard. Clearly Patricia Herron sees Madge 
as coming from a line of direct descent 
from the druid poet Amergin, arguing that 
her aunt is very much part of the bardic 
tradition of Aogán Ó Rathaille.

On the evidence presented, there is as much 
a modernist streak in Madge Herron as 
there is a bardic one. There is a starkness 
and simplicity in poems such as ‘To My 
Father’:

See where he shoves his face to die,
Sparing his last fish, through dim waters,
The long bean pole of his eye.
There snap the rivets in his brain.
And all along the wires to his mouth
A final music.

In other poems there is the high imagism of 
H.D. or Sheila Wingfield. The reader is left 
to make up her own mind. There are plenty 
of quotations from Madge’s poetry, and the 
book includes a CD of recordings which, on 
its own, makes an important contribution to 
our base of knowledge. For that alone, those 
interested in Irish poetry owe the author a 
debt of gratitude.

Patrick Deeley needs no such advocacy. 
The author of six poetry collections with 
Dedalus Press, and the recipient of many 
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awards, there is already firm evidence of his 
mastery, and his reputation seems assured 
among contemporaries. Yet his memoir 
hints at the desire that many writers feel 
to understand the source of the poetic 
impulse, the factors that ‘hurt ... into poetry,’ 
as Auden puts it. 

And what a rich exploration of the impulse 
this book is. Deeley turns his focus, as his 
title suggests, onto his father, Larry, the 
eponymous craftsman whose early death, 
in an accident whilst felling trees, opens 
the book. His father’s death is the final 
severing between Deeley, now working as a 
school teacher, and the family tradition of 
hurl-making but, as subsequent chapters – 
which flashback to his early childhood in 
an almost Wordsworthian ‘Prelude’-style – 
show, he will return again and again in his 
poetry to capture the unique qualities of his 
parents’ way of life, and of the East Galway 
landscape they made their living from:

Yes, the Callows formed a little wilderness 
which, within a short few years, would 
become my own personal outback, the 
place where I could lose myself and run 
free of the inhibitions I often felt while 
around other people. There I would 
learn about nature at first hand and feel 
consoled in the learning.

Nature was an escape from the confusions 
of childhood, from the severe but caring 
parents unable to express much physical 
affection but determined to sacrifice 
everything to ensure their children had 
what they needed. The adult Deeley 
understands and forgives what his immature 
self rebelled against, evoking once again the 
influence of his beloved landscape which 
‘allowed me to dream everything – my 
family and neighbours, the houses and 
haysheds at a decent distance, the far blue 
Aughty hills – in a kindly light.’

This impulse to understand, at a distance, 
also informs John F. Deane’s memoir, which, 
as the title suggests, foregrounds both the 

man’s artistic and his spiritual development. 
Deane makes more demands on his reader 
than Deeley or Herron; his method is a 
poetic meditation whereby lines and stanzas 
of his poetry blend with memory, real or 
imagined, and where time-shifts catapult 
the child standing to the mature man, 
revisiting points in time decades later. The 
reader has to be prepared to go with the 
sometimes dizzying blendings of pasts and 
presents, but the eye adjusts itself quickly 
enough to his beautiful prose.

Deane’s memoir works like a poem does, 
through association. Thus early on we see 
the young John on a beach in Achill with 
his mother, where she shivers and remarks 
that somebody has walked over her grave; 
this snippet is followed by the adult John, 
standing at his mother’s grave, laying pink 
hyacinths in offering. Or the older poet, 
wandering the ruins of his first school, 
remembering his former classmates and 
establishing the creed he has lived his life by:

I speak aloud, into the wind, to the dead 
in their ordered rows, their scratched-
upon and ink-stained desks, Seamus, I 
say, Thady, Seán, I call, here I am, still 
willing, still learning, still studying what 
it is to be a human with human longings 
and a straining towards the Divine. And 
it is only the breeze that answers, only the 
cries of curlews echoing from the distant 
shore.

Deane’s memoir needs time, as good poetry 
does. It can’t be speed-read or quickly 
absorbed, but it is time well spent; one 
comes away with a deeper appreciation 
of both the man and the poet and of the 
mysterious impulse that keeps us writing to 
stave off the void. 

                                                                                 
Nessa O’Mahony has published four 
collections of poetry, and she teaches for the 
Open University.
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‘Killarney, Co Kerry’, by Seamus Murphy, from The Republic (Allen Lane, 2016).
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Interval
Vona Groarke

from fermata: writings 
inspired by music (artisan 
house publishing, 2016)

edited by eva bourke 
and vincent woods

Between acts, mindful
of the present tense
but beholden to what
has already occurred
or what might be going to

as a noun between two verbs
comes to marrow them both
until there is still enough
for the next thing to happen
and be happening again

in the way the opening note
of the second half
has the last note by heart
but doesn’t either recall or predict
what plays out over time.

Better to aspire
to knowing as much
of what’s done and
what remains to be done
as the pure note on the violin

knows about purfling
or applause, or about
the mastodon tusk
or Mongolian mare’s tail
that goes into making the bow.
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